
The Government-Criminal
Connection - Part 1
by Sherman H. Skolnick

Those who understand the area call it by various names. The Hub. "The Boys". Sizeable
corporate interests prefer to have their litigation in the Federal Courts not just in any
place, but in Chicago. Why? "The Judges here are whores and they are the cheapest in
the country", is the way one law expert put it who refuses to be quoted by name.

By the 1970s, Chicago's notoriety as a money laundry center was getting entirely too
well known. The criminal interests centered in the Windy City began moving west of
town. A small, out of the way place, about a hundred miles west of Chicago was Oregon,
Illinois. Many never heard of the spot before it became known in the 1980s, exposed as
part of "The Pizza Connection". A pizzeria started there. The owner mixed well with the
locals. He became a glad-hander. His pizzas were some of the finest that some have
eaten. And they were low-priced. The FBI later contended it was a transit point, along
with other pizza parlors and such, for a worldwide dope cartel, linked to New York,
Turkey, Sicily, Italy, and a number of other criminal hotspots never reformed by the
Powers That Be.

Those who really understood things, just laughed to their confidants and to themselves.
Why? Because of all of the offices of the FBI, the most corrupt always has been the
Chicago office. Residents of New York, Miami, and Los Angeles---I can hear them
screaming already that THEIR town as to FBI corruption should be on the top of the list.
For a long time, under Director J. Edgar Hoover, the Federal Bureau of Investigation
alleged there was NO MAFIA. Yet, Hoover himself, after his death, was exposed as the
recipient of personal and financial benefits from a foundation reportedly set up by
criminal interests in the booze industry. [See, Anthony Summers book, "Official and
Confidential: The Secret Life of J. Edgar Hoover".] Then, the FBI admitted, reluctantly,
that there was a criminal cartel BUT kept insisting it was made up primarily if not only of
Italians and Sicilians.

In the popular press, what some call the monopoly press, WHO did they leave out of the
finger-pointing picture? Here is a short list:

[1] The transit points are through the markets in Chicago: THE CHICAGO BOARD OF
TRADE, run by the Irish Catholic aristocracy, not the common people of that ethnic and
religious group. THE CHICAGO MERCANTILE EXCHANGE, run by the Jewish
aristocracy, not the common people of that ethnic and religious group. AND, an
overlapped group of both, called THE CHICAGO BOARD OPTIONS EXCHANGE, which
some simply call the gambling hell basement.

[2] Foreign intelligence operatives who find Chicago a convenient location. Some you
might call renegades of their spy shop: operatives of Israeli intelligence, The Mossad
[The Institute]. Operatives of the French CIA and British Counter-Intelligence, MI-6, just
to name a few. Some offer an excuse for Israel that comes entirely too close to aiding
bigots who envision a so-called worldwide "Jewish Conspiracy". [The White Anglo-
Saxon Protestant establishment has promoted this idea by surrounding Clinton as



President with swarms of apparent criminal types who had Jewish surnames but did not
necessarily practice Judaism. If scandals develop, those with such surnames become
convenient scapegoats.] The excuse: "Israel is a small-endangered nation, surrounded
by enemies, and Israel has to raise funds for their existence as best they can."

At the time of Hitler, Jews in Europe were prevented from sending their funds, if they
had any, to safety in foreign money centers. Hence, since the foundation of Israel in
1948, the nation has NO laws against money laundries, residents there being ever
mindful of how the Nazis sought to trace down any valuables of Jews. So Israel
inevitably has become a money laundry center for criminal-minded sorts.

[In 1993, six weeks before we cablecast our TV Show about money laundries, I
personally confronted the top bosses in Chicago of Bank Leumi, owned 80 per cent at
the time by the State of Israel. I had some of their own secret records showing they
apparently were sheltering a major criminal using their Chicago facilities as a money
laundry. I warned them if they do not mend their ways, "There will be a furniture store on
this corner instead of Bank Leumi." They arranged the arrest of the culprit, Clifford
Sugarman, in one of the strangest events I have come across. A swindled victim
threatened to murder Sugarman with an umbrella. The wife of the assailant called the
police hoping to deter her husband. Guess who was arrested? Not the umbrella man,
BUT SUGARMAN. He was kept in jail with apparently no charges. The judge was
informed that it was a "national security" matter because Sugarman had done espionage
favors for the U.S. Treasury Department while he went about swindling millions from
poor suckers looking to re-do their mortgages. So Sugarman was kept in jail a long time
for "protective custody".]

[3] Former foreign intelligence operatives, such as former officers of the Soviet secret
political police, promoting "state security" with bloodshed, if necessary, the KGB. They
make up the bulk of the Russian mafiya, such as in Chicago, Cleveland, and New York.
Are you tired of living a quiet, peaceful life? Well, compile a few details on the Russian
mafiya in the U.S. and report that to your local, corrupt FBI, such as their Chicago office.
The one who will come under intense FBI scrutiny will be YOU, not the Russian mafiya.
The FBI has given virtual total immunity to the Russian gangsters in America who
specialize in superior quality counterfeit U.S. and foreign currency [Hey, how come the
U.S. Secret Service is likewise asleep on this?]; trafficking in stolen data from credit
cards; and the Russian mafiya with total local immunity, run the Red Light District, such
as in Chicago, with total immunity as well from the Chicago IRS and the Illinois
Department of Revenue corrupt bosses AND THE FBI.

Why is this happening? A simple explanation: the FBI is terribly fearful of the highly
competent criminals that make up the Russian mafiya in the U.S. The FBI does not want
to tangle with these former KGB assassins and cut-throats.

An example: Congressman Henry Hyde, a Republican whose disrict is several western
suburbs of Chicago. Earlier in his career he reportedly was the intelligence agency
"fixer" and "bagman" for the former Justice Department Organized Crime Strike Force
CRIMINALS that took over the gambling casino on Paradise Island in the Bahamas.
That is the best trick of all: alleged "lawmen" taking over the dirty game of other



criminals, chasing and wiping them out, and then proceeding with the same illicit
dealings.

Hyde wears two hats: one, as known, as a Congressman, head of the House Judiciary
Committee with power to introduce Impeachment Resolutions against the President or
crooked judges; and two, as unknown, Hyde as head of CIA's "black budget" financing
mayhem and political assassinations, the works. With the reported corruption of top
bosses of the Chicago IRS and the Illinois Department of Revenue, and the willful
blindness of the Immigration and Naturalization Service, INS, Hyde reportedly runs a
strip joint in an unincorporated west suburban area of Chicago. Using mostly Russian
women lured to the U.S. under false promises of legal jobs, the club reportedly
specializes in dancing numbers with total nudity. Hyde reportedly keeps no records as
required for tax purposes. Was that the reason---blackmailing of Hyde---that he limited
the Impeachment Resolution against Clinton to sex matters only, and not including
treason with China and such?

So, the Government-Criminal Connection, the Hub, "The Boys", have fanned out North,
Northwest, and West of Chicago, to places little mentioned, such as Ottawa, Illinois;
Galena, Illinois; the resort area of Starved Rock; Oregon, Illinois; Bloomington, Illinois
[worldwide insurance company center---a money laundry?]; and Peoria, Illinois. If you
look very, very carefully, you can find businesses in these places that are not what they
seem to be. Well-equipped restaurants run by very odd Russians, Israelis, and others,
who really do not want your business. They are, in plain language, a front for the Hub,
"The Boys", the Chicago markets and their aristocracies.

If you somehow come across such a place, and you sense what they really are, well,
there are repercussions. Helping with our controversial weekly public access Cable TV
Program, "Broadsides", in Chicago has been Joseph Andreuccetti and his wife Noemi.
In August, 1997, while on a short recreation trip, they started to unravel such a front. It
will take several parts of this series to lay out all the details and pieces.

A few days later, here is what happened at the Andreuccetti residence in Bensenville, a
west suburb of Chicago. A heavily-armed, four-person, Gestapo-like team, at gunpoint
forced their way into the Andreuccetti residence. They searched every corner of the
house. By apparent prior surveillance, they knew that our TV Show kept confidential
records and documents and tapes there for upcoming shows we were working on about
high-level corruption of State and Federal officials, our Cable TV specialty. This criminal
force also knew that I am a paraplegic using a wheelchair and Joseph often transports
and assists me in our work. Since 1991 I am a regular panelist on the weekly show and
since 1995, moderator/producer. Joe and Noemi have assisted in the planning and
production of our TV Shows since 1992.

The Gestapo force was made up of two purported revenue investigators [tied to those
we were planning to finger on upcoming shows] and two supposed Bensenville "police".
[Much later, we found out the other two were apparent police imposters, for a private
security service operating inside the Bensenville Police station, using police cars, guns,
uniforms, and police computers.] They plundered our records, tapes, and such, and took
these items.



They were in a position to know that the Andreuccettis are most often home during the
day, taking care of their tiny grandchildren. Without provocation, this criminal band
threatened to shoot Noemi Andreuccetti and took the tiny grandchildren away from her
and threw them to the floor. The Andreuccettis were forced to go with these criminals
and leave their grandchildren unattended in an open house.

The Gestapo had no search warrant. This outrage has become the subject of several
damage suits in the Chicago courts against these culprits and their bosses/instigators.

Who all is reportedly implicated in all this---the fanning out of criminals from "The Hub",
and trying to scare those who understand these matters and have already put some of
this before the public, through our Cable TV Shows?

== RAHM EMANUEL, former Clinton White House Senior Advisor, who also is, in effect,
reportedly the Deputy Chief of The Mossad for North America. After leaving the Clinton
White House, Rahm became managing director of Wasserstein Perella & Co., worldwide
purported "investment bankers", head office in New York, and an office in Chicago. [Visit
THEIR website. If you understand a few things, you will learn plenty:
www.wassersteinperella.com] They are tied worldwide to Nomura Securities Co., Ltd., a
Japanese firm that reportedly has overlaps with the huge Japanese mafia, the Yakuza.
And what about the tremendous influx of dope from Red China, intake point for the U.S.
being Chicago? The proceeds of the Red Chinese trade, including trafficking in human
body parts from doomed political dissidents, is reportedly done through the Chicago
markets where Rahm Emanuel and his gang play quite a role.

== A law firm showed up to defend the so-called "Bensenville police" in our damage suit.
They used most every trick to try to stop our litigation. After almost three years, the law
firm suddenly gave up their law license, closed their office, and are gone. What caused
that? [More in later parts of this series.]

== Most of the Bensenville Police force has been fired. What did THEY find out and had
to be blackmailed and lopped off? What kind of worldwide government-criminal
connections have been formed north, northwest, and west of Chicago?

More coming.

Stay tuned.

The Government-Criminal
Connection - Part 2
by Sherman H. Skolnick

As we told you in Part 1, The Government-Criminal Connection has moved their
operations just west, northwest, and north of Chicago. And we told you about the
Gestapo-like raid on the residence of my associates who assist with our weekly public
access Cable TV Show about high-level government corruption. State and local



operatives WITHOUT A SEARCH WARRANT, seized our documents and other items
for a then upcoming TV show about corruption of the Chicago IRS and the State
Revenue Department jointly with the state and federal judges.

For our weekly show, we taped a one-hour program called "Corruption: Chicago to the
White House". While the unlawful search mess was pending in court, surrogates for the
Clinton White House went one step more and also WITHOUT A SEARCH WARRANT,
seized the Master Tape of our Show about the high-level corruption of Illinois State and
federal officials and judges tied to the White House along with the State Revenue and
the Chicago IRS.

Just west of Chicago is Du Page County. There, in Court, we demanded the return of
our news media items grabbed without legal formalities. Regarding the Judges hearing
our demand for the return of these items, we insisted the Judges remove themselves.
Why? As we showed in Court, confronting them to their face, we were working on an
upcoming TV Show about the one million dollar embezzlement of the Du Page County
Bar Association. The rip-off had been covered up by the Chicago IRS and the State
Revenue top-level official criminals.

And how have the embezzled Bar Association funds been used? To secretly finance
Judges in Du Page and nearby counties in their election campaigns, to be put on the
bench. Pursuant to our demand, we issued subpoenas for records from the Chief Judge
in Du Page, Michael R. Galasso, as well as from Christine Ory, then President of the Du
Page County Bar Association. When we confronted them in Court, two of the tainted
judges hearing the case did not deny that they were secretly benefitted in getting on the
bench from the embezzled Bar funds. Nevertheless, they refused to remove themselves
and ordered the subpoenas quashed, thus protecting themselves. Hey, what about the
age-old principle of Law that a person must not sit as a Judge in their own case?

So we took an appeal to the next higher Court which is one step below Illinois highest
tribunal, the Illinois Supreme Court. That is, to the Appellate Court of Illinois, Second
District, in Elgin, Illinois. Just as the appeal process started, the Du Page Chief Judge
was promoted to the higher court in Elgin. A coincidence, right? And replacing him as
Chief Judge---get this---was one of the tainted judges who refused to remove himself.

Our undisputed Court papers showed the corrupt background of a number of judges in
the area, including some sitting in the Appellate Court in Elgin. For example, we detailed
how a Court "bagman" (that is not someone packing groceries at the mart) had from
time to time invited, at his expense, various judges to visit his lavish villa in Jamaica. The
Judges arrived there, not with their wives, but with their mistresses. The bagman
arranged to photograph the Judges cavorting with their mistresses---for blackmail,
naturally. [One of the Judges was in on the "fix" of a 58.4 million dollar case in his Court



later related to the corruption of Bill Clinton and the embezzlement of an Arkansas bank
reportedly by Bill and Hillary.]

[The Court bagman, by the way, is still functioning through pals of his in Illinois and
Florida. The reputed bagman is the nephew/godson of Bishop Paul Marcinkus, until
1991 head of the Vatican Bank which some contend is mafia/CIA linked.]

The Judges on the Illinois Supreme Court are not court-reformers or whistle-blowers. [In
1969, our group touched off the biggest judicial bribery scandal in U.S. history, causing
the downfall then of the Illinois high court and two judges were removed and one
croaked in the commotion. See some of our other stories about their current corruption
regarding Buying A Judgeship.] The Illinois Supreme Court Judges ordered all the
Appellate Court Judges in the Second District to step aside. They especially assigned
from another district, a three-judge panel to hear and consider our appeal. Sounds like
musical chairs, right? That is, three judges from the Appellate Court of Illinois, Third
District, Ottawa, Illinois. [Read Part 1 of this series about Ottawa, Illinois and "The
Boys".]

In running for re-election, earlier in the year 2000, was one of the Third District Judges,
Judith E. Koehler, one of the three-judge panel assigned to our appeal. According to
various authorities, on primary election day, she reportedly apparently committed
criminal violations of the State Election laws. Authorities say the Judge was
"electioneering" inside at least 12 polling places on election day and she did not present
any candidate poll-watcher credentials at any of the precincts. State law forbids
promoting candidates within the polling places and within so many feet of a polling place
on election day

Guess what happened on the same day, Friday, June 2, 2000? A state prosecutor said
he intended to prosecute Judge Judith E. Koehler for criminal violations of State Election
laws. But on second thought, he decided not to try to put her in jail. He filed a 25-page
report stating why he changed his mind. "For those reasons, I have chosen to file no
criminal charges against Judy Koehler and, unless directed by the court, I intend to
pursue no further action in this matter". Quoting Special Prosecutor Thomas R. Davis.
(Story in the lawyer's newspaper, The Chicago Daily Law Bulletin, Monday, June 5,
2000, front page.)

On that same Friday, Appellate Judge Judith E. Koehler issued a ruling, dismissing our
appeal without hearing it. The other two judges on the panel concurred. In writing the
decision, Judge Koehler committed a fraud upon her own Court. She knowingly relied on
the fraudulent statement of the State authorities that they grabbed our news media items
about Court and IRS corruption, with search warrants while pursuing criminal charges
against us. As the Judge knows from the undisputed appeal record and our Appeal
Briefs, there were no search warrants and none are in the undisputed appeal record.



And the criminal offenses planned to be mentioned in upcoming TV Shows by us
were/are about the embezzlement of the Bar Association, benefitting the Judges, and
high-level corruption of key judges jointly with the Chicago IRS and the State Revenue
Department. Even if there were search warrants (which there were none), State law
protects news media items from being grabbed. A special hearing is required before
State authorities in Illinois can grab news media items. As shown by the undisputed
appeal record, and Judge Koehler knew it, there was no special hearing and there were
no search warrants.

To put it directly, Judge Koehler committed judicial perjury and we have challenged her
ruling, covering up the corruption, as being a fraud upon her own court which makes her
decision void. [Our filed petition confronting her is pending as this is posted. Updates will
follow.] Putting fake "facts" into their supposed "ruling" we call judicial perjury. [Lawyer-
cowards are afraid to even whisper the term.] In key cases, it happens more often than
common folks know or understand. Finding fake "facts" in rulings of judges we already
suspect of bank and other corruption, is one of the ways we go about investigating
judicial bribery. Crooked Judges cannot easily change the judge-made-law, called case
law, so they change the facts, putting in supposed "facts" out of the air. The undisputed
court record shows it is DAY, the crooked judge in making a "fixed" decision says it is
"NIGHT", and applying case law as to "NIGHT", makes a corrupt decision most often
against underdogs, like us.

Is it just a coincidence? On the same day she found out a Special Prosecutor was not,
after all, going to reportedly want to send the Judge to jail, she throws out our appeal
involving high-level corruption of her court colleagues?[Note: our way of investigating
judicial corruption over the last 40 years has resulted in the jailing, for bribery, of 20 local
judges, 40 local lawyers, and a Chicago Federal appeals judge, formerly the governor.
Visit our website for details.]

Was Judge Judith E. Koehler blackmailed? I suppose the Special Prosecutor will say he
knows nothing about all this. Another way to corruptly influence Judges, is for the highly
politicized, terribly corrupt IRS to suddenly start poking into the tax returns of the Judge
and/or his or her family and relatives. In the over 200 year Law History of the U.S., only
one judge was bold enough to issue, and have published in the law books, a decision
condemning the IRS as blackmailers of Judges. It was a U.S. District Judge in Boston
who said: "More than once judges of a court have been indirectly reminded that they
personally are taxpayers. No sophisticated person is unaware that even in this
Commonwealth the INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE has been in possession of facts
with respect to public officials which it has PRESENTED OR SHELVED in order to serve
what can only be called political ends, be they high or low. AND A JUDGE WHO
KNOWS THE SCORE is aware that every time his DECISION OFFENDS THE
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE he is inviting a close inspection of his own returns."
Lord versus Kelley, Volume 240 Federal Supplement page 167, at page 169 (U.S.
District Court, District of Mass., 1965). (Emphasis added.)[You can look it up in a good-



sized law library.] By the way, does The Hub, "The Boys", the high-level Government-
Criminal Connection mentioned in this series, do they work their way into crooked deals
by blackmail? Do you suppose "The Boys" know about the embezzlement of the Du
Page County Bar Associatgion? And use it to corruptly influence lawyers, judges, the
IRS, and the State Revenue? Cynics laugh about all this, saying "Hey, it's wonderful that
someone thought to embezzle the funds of the Bench and the Bar. Bar Associations are
crooked. So the Du Page County Bar Association got ripped off. So what." Stay tuned.

Stay tuned.

The Government-Criminal
Connection - Part 3
by Sherman H. Skolnick

In the past, the Federal Bureau of Investigation has had movies and TV series
promoting them as the men (and later women) in the white hats. Yet, from the time J.
Edgar Hoover took over the FBI in the 1920s, to his murder in 1972, the Bureau was
America's secret political police. And there are strong reasons to believe it still is that.

Starting in the 1930s, Hoover used his "muscle" to block any would-be radio station
owner that was linked with labor unions or labor groups. Exactly how he had his way
with the then new Federal Communications Commission to strangle pro-labor radio
stations is a little-known subject. One of the few exceptions was WCFL Radio in
Chicago. It was owned by the Chicago Federation of Labor. If you listened to them
starting in the 1960s, however, you would not suspect or detect that they were
supposedly "The Voice of Labor". They had the usual format, just like every other
commercial radio station. They did NOT push labor's point of view and hence were
acceptable to the FBI.

For all of the years, even now, the policies of the FBI include:

[1] Through FBI-paid agents provocateur, they framed labor union organizers and
activists as "bombers" and "violence-makers", or simply tagged them as "subversives"
and "communists", a label too often used to wreck the voices of labor.

[2] The FBI targets those whose politics are incorrect, as "subversives". To save their
time and breath, the FBI simply called most civil rights marchers and anti-Viet Nam War
activists, and environmentalists, and such, as "communists", from the Bureau's
standpoint, sufficient to put such persons out of action and bad-mouthed in the
monopoly press.

[3] According to the FBI mantra, there was and is no "organized crime" or mafia, or La
Cosa Nostra. It was all in the "imagination" of book and magazine writers, a phantasy.

[4] According to the Bureau's agenda, certain categories of persons were not only
"subversives" but using more current lingo, labeled "terrorists". (With the help of the FBI,
Hillary Rodham Clinton, disturbed by our public access Cable TV programs, had me and
an associate of mine, Joseph Andreuccetti, falsely tagged as "domestic terrorists" and



put on her "enemies list". The White House-instigated Federal Gestapo followed me in
my wheelchair all over the federal courthouse, even waiting for me outside the
government building toilet. I always offered a full report of how much government tissue
and paper towels I used up.) The bulk of those targeted by the FBI as "terrorists" are
those whose origin or descent was from the Southern Hemisphere, including Africa and
the Middle East. That is, people of color are most often labeled "terrorists" by the Bureau
under their bigotted racial policies.

[5] Under FBI policies, there is no Russian mafiya operating in the U.S., such as in
Chicago, Cleveland, and New York. None, that is, that the FBI wants to tangle with. This
mafiya is made up of assassins and cut-throats, many formerly with the dreaded Soviet
secret political police, the KGB. And the FBI, in many ways incompetent to deal with
such, are simply blind to it. The FBI does not wish to enter the political and financial
world of the Russian mafiya that includes U.S. units of Mexican Banks interwoven with
the dope traffic and the family of George Herbert Walker Bush and his sons. Visit our
website series, "Greenspan Aids and Bribes the Bush Family".

[6] Under their policies, the FBI's specialty has been to supposedly pursue small-time
bank robbers or misguided robbers of post offices. Certainly this was so in the 1930s as
to banks, when Hoover planted a lot of stories in the lackey press about "G-Men".
Veteran FBI agents, however, have given us details of how Hoover took pay-offs to let a
few bank robbers go free. After all, the "imaginary" organized hoodlums owned and
blackmailed Hoover who was of Swiss descent. (Hey! Did he have a secret Swiss
account?) They knew he was gay and they apparently had pictures of his sexual
episodes with his live-in top FBI official. They let him corruptly win at gangster-linked
race tracks where he often went as their guest. A criminal booze octopus set up a
supposed "foundation" to benefit him financially and personally. (Read "Official and
Confidential: The Secret Life of J. Edgar Hoover", by Anthony Summers.)

An understanding of the "Pizza Connection" episodes would convince any open-minded
person that the FBI is a highly politicized and corrupt operation. The supposed terminus
of the worldwide dope link to pizzerias in the U.S. was a pizza parlor in the tiny town of
Oregon, Illinois. Apparently nothing came up, however, in the FBI/U.S. Justice
Department jurisdiction in the Middle West. [By the way, unlike the American CIA set up
by a charter, the FBI HAS NO STATUTORY BASIS TO EXIST. It was simply created out
of the mists and vapors swirling around the Justice Department, considered by some, a
nest of vipers. But, would any federal judge, many subject to blackmail, dare declare the
FBI as legally non-existent, an unconstitutional animal?]

The FBI limited the "Pizza Connection" investigations primarily to the Gotti and Gambino
crime families of New York. Nothing was said about those crime families operations in
the Chicago-area, such as a short distance west, south, and north of Chicago. Nothing
was said of CIA creature John Gotti and how he arranged the dope route from Arkansas
Governor Clinton and George Herbert Walker Bush and Ollie North through the Mena,
Arkansas airport to LaGuardia Airport. No mention was made of the Rodham Family
[Hillary's bunch] and their reported links to the Gambino crime family operating in
Pennsylvania.



According to the FBI's way of planting it in the monopoly press, the "Pizza Connection"
was mainly New York as linked to Sicily and other overseas places. The Bureau had
their press agents lean on the press fakers to play down FBI corruption in respect to the
New York mob.

A New York FBI agent, Jerome Sullivan, a 25-year FBI veteran, who headed an
organized crime squad that arrested John Gotti's heir apparent, was indicted on charges
of stealing more than 400 hundred thousand dollars, including mob money he helped
seize. [Chicago Tribune, 6/27/97]. He later pleaded guilty to embezzling more than 400
hundred thousand dollars from the Bureau, some of it money used for undercover work,
as his gambling debts mounted. [Chicago Tribune, 1/29/98.]

A Brooklyn Federal Court juror who voted to acquit mafia boss John Gotti five years
previous was convicted of agreeing to take a 60 thousand dollar bribe to throw the case.
[Chicago Tribune, 11/7/92.] Played down, on the other hand by the Bureau, was a
situation where a local reputed mobster somehow arranged to sit on a federal grand jury
in Chicago investigating organized crime. After his presence was "discovered", the
grand juror problem seemed to fade away to the dark hole of monopoly press never-
never land. [U.S.versus Robert Girardi. Chicago Tribune, 1/19/94. Girardi was from the
Berwyn-Cicero mafia enclave adjacent to Chicago.] It was a highly sensitive matter for
the Bureau. Why? Because, as is little-known, the Northern District of Illinois which
includes Chicago, is about the only Federal District in the U.S. where the FBI hand-
selects the persons who become grand jurors and trial court jurors. So, it appears plain
that the FBI put the tainted juror in place. There were to follow investigations of what
indictments were "tainted" by Girardi being on the grand jury. Nothing has been publicly
disclosed as to what criminals were thus turned loose by "defective" indictments caused
by FBI corruption. And if someone gets framed by the FBI, an FBI-selected trial jury
would most likely find that person "guilty". You can see why the Justice Department has
such good results in persecuting persons in the corrupt Chicago federal courts.

The press fakers, at the behest of the FBI, ignored the documented items in the
undisputed federal court record in Chicago showing massive Bureau corruption in the 25
million dollar robbery of the Purolator Vault, in 1974.[The Marzano case.] With the
"counting machine" help of the reputed mobster-linked Amalgamated Bank & Trust of
Chicago, top FBI officials arranged to falsely label the rip-off as just 2 million dollars
which the Bureau with the then U.S. Attorney Jim Thompson recovered from a
basement. The 23 million dollar difference reportedly financed the political ambitions of
"Big Jim" who went on to become, for 14 years, Illinois Governor. He is a Rockefeller
family puppet. Being cheapskates, they financed his "career" with stolen money.
According to undisputed federal court records in the Marzano case, a senior FBI
inspector reportedly helped arrange to make the 23 million dollar difference disappear
from government records. He was allowed to take an early retirement and moved away
to the West Coast. Jim Thompson more currently has been head of the huge worldwide
law factory, headquartered in Chicago, Winston & Strawn. As we showed in a one-hour
public access Cable TV Show in 1994, Thompson's law firm has a secret internal unit
reportedly in the worldwide dope traffic, for the Rockefeller family, and not in the law
business. Off the record for fear of their lives, several employees of the law firm
confirmed to us the validity of our TV Show contentions.



Cynics say Chicago is somehow moreso than New York, a Rockefeller/CIA enclave and
is exempt from real scrutiny by the U.S. Justice Department and their illegal step-child,
their "no charter to exist" Federal Bureau of Investigation. Visit our website for details of
the Rockefeller hospitals in Chicago reportedly in the selling of human body parts
harvested from doomed political prisoners in mainland China. Our series, "Red Chinese
Secret Police in the U.S." More on the real "Pizza Connection" coming. Stay tuned.


